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  Imposed standards manufactured 
 With parochial vision 
 Twisted intentions 
 Discounted decisioning 
  Fetid core 
  Fashioned scapegoats 
   Nourished with tin cans brimming with empty promises 
   Of golden horizons 
Refusal to settle for miscreants missing empathetic vision 
 Diagnosis of pedagogical needs replacing mandated misdirection 
  Profiteering squelched 
  Professionalism promoted 
  Developmental readiness diagnosed and directed 
  Solutions bolstered with insight  
  Replacing salvos undermined with incite 
   ADHD, 
   Delayed Auditory Processing 
   Obsessive Compulsive Disorder 
    Addressed without redress 
    Inclusion without confusion 
     Acceptance, not exceptance  
     Justice, not jingoism 
     Advocacy, not ad nauseum 
     Pedagogy, not presumption 
     Prophets, not profits 
   Demands for excellence, not excess 
   Demands for advocacy, not advantages 
   Demands for busyness, not business 
    Classrooms with people, not percentages 
    Instruction with heart, not hovering 
    Climate with sincerity, not celerity 
Exploitation deposed by experience 
Piece deposed by peace 
Common deposed by uncommon 
Ordinary deposed by extraordinary 
Willful disregard deposed by wisdom 
 Uncommon Core 
 Extraordinary Care 
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